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LIST OF SUSPECTS – EXPANSION PACK #1 
(12 additional female characters, all are optional)  

 
CHARACTER NAME 
AND OCCUPATION CHARACTER DESCRIPTION 

COSTUME 
SUGGESTIONS 

MERO 
Pop Star 

 
Optional character 

Female 

After breaking away from her family-based pop group, 
Mero made her solo debut years ago with an album full of 
chart-topping hits.  This Japanese pop singer is one of the 

biggest names in the music industry across the globe. 

Glamorous and trendy 
pop star attire.  Long, 
dark brown hair (wig if 

needed). 

REBA 
ORACLE 

Pop Star 
 

Optional character 
Female 

Reba Oracle hails from the UK, where she is a singer, 
songwriter and aspiring actress.  Her debut album rose to 

#1 in the UK, but she now wishes to conquer the US charts 
with her calming, cinematic ballads. 

Glamorous and trendy 
pop star attire.  Long, 
dark brown hair (wig if 

needed).  

MEGGIE 
RAINER  

Pop Star 
 

Optional character 
Female 

Meggie is one of the many stars that were internet 
sensations before signing with a major record label.  

Meggie’s music is inspired by the 1950’s, and her retro 
sound is taking the pop world by storm.  

1950’s style attire such 
as a poodle skirt, or 
jeans & pink satin 
jacket.  Hair in a 

1950’s updo, bright 
red lipstick.  

JANIE J 
Pop Star 

 
 

Optional character 
Female  

Janie J is the British singer, songwriter, and television 
actress. She began her illustrious music career by writing 

songs for other artists before releasing her own debut 
album only a year ago.  Janie J always puts a fresh twist to 

the typical pop songs and has mastered the art of 
combining modern emotions with old-school rhythm. 

Glamorous and trendy 
pop star attire.  Curly, 
brown, shoulder length 

hair (wig if needed).  

ZINDEY 
Pop Star 

 
Optional character 

Female 

Zindey starred on hit children’s television shows during her 
younger years.  As an adult, she has taken the reigns of 
her musical career and her silky-smooth vocals can be 

heard on pop stations across the globe.  Zindey is rather 
shy in person, however, so she doesn’t shine in social 

situations. 

Glamorous and trendy 
pop star attire.  Dark 
hair (wig if needed) in 
a bun with red lipstick. 

SWAY SOUTH 
Aspiring Pop Star 

 
Optional character 

Female 

Sway South is a legendary karaoke singer from New York 
City.  She has made a name for herself in karaoke clubs 
across the Big Apple and is looking for a record label to 
sign her, so she can record an album.  She believes she 

will be the next big pop sensation.  However, those closest 
to her think she is out of her league. 

Glamorous and trendy 
pop star attire.  Short, 

brown hair (wig if 
needed). Sunglasses 
and fingerless gloves 
as an optional prop.  

FUCHSIA 
Pop Star 

 
Optional character 

Female 

Fuchsia has ranked high on the Billboard charts over the 
last decade. She is known for her short hairstyles and 
rough-and-tough exterior.  She pretends that nothing 

bothers her while she’s in the spotlight.  However, those 
who know her best say that she definitely wears her heart 

on her sleeve.   

Glamorous and trendy 
pop star attire.  Short, 

blonde hair (wig if 
needed).  
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CEVICHE 
RETRO 

Pop Star 
 

Optional character 
Female 

Ceviche Retro impressed the world with her single “Lost 
World” over two years ago.  She has a bold electronic 

sound, with an eclectic one-of-a-kind voice that leaves her 
fans wanting more.  After taking a two-year hiatus, rumor 
has it that Ceviche is going to erase her one-hit-wonder 

status and make a solid comeback.  

Glamorous and trendy 
pop star attire.  Long, 

brown hair in a 
ponytail (wig if 

needed).  

LEE MARZ 
Electronic Music 

Producer / DJ 
 

Optional character 
Female 

Lee Marz’s first single “Tissue Box” is still spreading like 
wildfire across the internet.  Lee’s high-energy beats aren’t 
necessarily made for radio play, but she is hitting it big in 

the underground EDM scene.   

Extremely trendy pop 
star / DJ attire.  

Shoulder length dark 
hair in a shaggy cut 

(wig if needed).  
Optional to have DJ 
headphones as a 

prop. 

Jilly Jonas 
Pop Star, Guitarist 

 
Optional character 

Female 

Jilly Jonas astonished the globe with her debut single 
‘Broken Heart’ about six months ago.  Jilly has pure pop 

star potential, but the world has been waiting on Jilly’s next 
move.  After a spell of negative press in the trash tabloids, 

it seems as though this diva is sinking away from the 
limelight. 

Glamorous and trendy 
pop star attire.  Long 

brown hair (wig, if 
needed).  Optional to 
have a toy guitar as a 

prop.  

Sith 
Pop Star 

 
Optional character 

Female 

From the land of Oz, Sith hit the charts without anybody 
ever seeing her beautiful face. She has recently unveiled 
her identity to her fans, and the paparazzi have become 

her worst nightmare.  

Glamorous and trendy 
pop star attire.  Long 

brown hair (wig, if 
needed).   

Poppy Razzi 
Tabloid Reporter  

 
 

Optional character 
Female 

 
*You can put as many 

players into this 
expandable team 

(below) as you need 
to expand your guest 

list 

Poppy Razzi is always on top of the latest story… 
sometimes before they even happen!  She’s an ultra-

ambitious investigative reporter for Star Weekly, and she 
will stop at nothing to be the first to get the scoop.  She’s 

rarely seen without her dedicated film crew. 

Business casual suit 
or button-down shirt 

and pants/skirt.  
Glasses as an optional 

accessory and 
microphone (toy) as a 

prop. 

Poppy Razzi’s 
Crew 

Tabloid Crew 
 

Optional character 
Either 

 

Poppy Razzi’s crew from Star Weekly is made up of a 
dedicated bunch of professionals who are driven to get the 
scoop at all costs.  They know that if their boss rises to the 

top, they’re along for the ride.  
 

Business casual suit 
or button-down shirt 

and pants/skirt.  
Optional to bring 

cameras (real, fake) 
as props.  

 
For more information about your game, head over to: 

https://yourmysteryparty.com/albumrelease 

https://yourmysteryparty.com/albumrelease

